Abstract. Enhanced Timed-LOTOS, denoted ET-LOTOS, is an extension of LOTOS that allows the modelling of real-time behaviours. It covers all the aspects of full LOTOS, including data types, it supports both a dense and a discrete time domain and can manipulate time values as any other data values. A tutorial on ET-LOTOS, showing many application examples, has already been published [Le! L97]. The present paper adds to it by providing an in-depth presentation of its theoretical aspects. The complete semantics is given and explained, and its properties are studied. In particular, we prove that the semantics is consistent and that strong bisimulation is a congruence. This requires to deal carefully with the presence of negative premises in the operational semantics, which are necessary to express urgency. ET-LOTOS is also shown to be a conservative extension of LOTOS for guarded processes, and is the basis of the timed extension of LOTOS currently developed by ISO [ISO98]. To our knowledge, this is the first in-depth study of a language that combines data types and real-time behaviours.
Introduction
The formal description technique LOTOS [BoB87, ISO89] is an expressive specification language for concurrent and distributed systems. The flexibility of its operators generally allows clear and intuitive descriptions in various specification styles. However, the use of LOTOS has also revealed, or confirmed, some weak points of the language, and research is currently going on to overcome them. In the framework of ISO\IEC JTC1\SC21\WG7 a working group has been created for the definition of a new standard, called E-LOTOS (Extended LOTOS).
Among the desirable improvements to LOTOS, one of the most commonly admitted is the ability to specify adequately time-sensitive systems. Although LOTOS allows the description of systems by the temporal ordering of their actions, it makes no provision for the expression of quantitative timing information. Because of this deficiency, one cannot fully specify time-sensitive systems, which range from simple protocols based on time-outs to more sophisticated protocols such as isochronous data transfers, rate control and multimedia synchronization.
Enhanced Timed-LOTOS (ET-LOTOS for short) is an extension of LOTOS with quantitative time. It offers powerful features such as the possibility to support a dense time domain, or to handle time values like any other data. Its expressive power as a specification language is demonstrated in [Le! L97] where the language is used to model many relevant systems. For completeness, we also provide an additional example of a ' token bucket ' algorithm in [Le! L98] . In this paper we present the theoretical aspects of ET-LOTOS and the detailed study of its semantics.
ET-LOTOS is an extended and improved version of [LeL93, Le! L94] . In particular, the language presented in [Le! L94] has been enhanced and slightly modified to cover full LOTOS (i.e. LOTOS with data types). It is the basis of the timed extension of LOTOS currently developed in the ISO\IEC JTC1\SC33 standardization committee [ISO98] . It has been inspired in one way or another by several other languages, such as Real Time CSP [ReR88] , TCCS [MoT90] and the Calculus of Real-Time Systems [Wan91] .
Overview of the Paper
In standard LOTOS, a system can only change state by performing actions, either internally or by interacting with its environment. Since the aim of ET-LOTOS is to allow the description of the influence of time on the systems, a second kind of evolution is introduced : not only does the state of a system change when an event occurs, but also simply when time passes. In ET-LOTOS the traditional action transitions of the operational semantics of LOTOS are thus complemented by timed transitions. Intuitively, P 4 a Ph means that in the state described by process P, the system can perform action a and then reach the state described by Ph. Similarly, P 4
d Ph, where d is a time value, means that a system initially in the state P will be in the state Ph d time units later, provided that no action occurs in the meantime. Note that no difference is made in the denotation between the action and the time transitions. The distinction is made by the nature of the label of the transition. In ET-LOTOS, the classical alphabet of actions of LOTOS, A, is extended with D, called the time domain, which is the set of all possible time values.
The first step in the presentation of ET-LOTOS is thus the definition of its time domain in Section 3. Time values will be considered as any other data values in ET-LOTOS, so that the specifier is free to specify the time domain he will use. He simply has to respect some requirements linked to the semantic model of ET-LOTOS.
In Section 4 we present the syntax of our language, and give the intuitive meaning of the timing extensions. The operational semantics is given in Section 5. We first present the model used to describe the behaviour of ET-LOTOS processes. As in LOTOS, it is a Labelled Transition Systems (LTS). To associate each process with its LTS, we provide a Transition Derivation System (TDS), i.e. for every operator, we give a set of axioms and inference rules defined in the classical Plotkin's style [Plo81] . Then we explain how an ET-LOTOS process is associated with its LTS. The procedure is classical but the use of negative premises in the TDS raises some difficulties. We discuss them and show how to overcome them in our model. Section 6 is dedicated to a study of the properties of our model. The strong bisimulation equivalence is extended to cope with time transitions, and is proved to be a congruence. We also develop equivalence laws and expansion theorems. Then, we discuss the compatibility between the ET-LOTOS and LOTOS theories. We also point out some unrealistic behaviours which can be specified with ET-LOTOS. Some are indeed useful abstractions, but others are simply considered as badly defined processes. However, it is worth being aware of their existence.
Finally, Section 7 is a comparison between ET-LOTOS and other existing timed formalisms.
It is worth noting that this paper is an extended abstract of [Le! L98] which presents the material in more depth and contains all the proofs. More details can also be found in [Le! o97] .
The Time Domain
An important feature of ET-LOTOS is that time values are considered like any other data values. Thus, they need to be defined in the LOTOS Abstract Data Type language. We still assume that this formalism is ACT ONE [MRV92] , even though much work is carried out to provide the new LOTOS standard, E-LOTOS, with a language based on a more operational model [ISO98] .
In fact, the language used for the definition of the data types does not really matter. The semantic model of ET-LOTOS simply requires that some semantic elements be defined on D, the time domain, such as a total order relation represented by ' ' and a summation operation ' j '. We also define two special elements denoted 0 and _ (refer to [Le! L98] for more details).
Variables
We say that D is :
Possible time domains are e.g. D o_q, 0 D o_q, 0 D o_q. However, notice that ACT ONE only allows the definition of countable data types, i.e. a time domain isomorphic to 0 D o_q could not be specified. The time domain can also consist of just one element standing for 0 and _. In this case, ET-LOTOS amounts to an untimed language.
The Syntax of ET-LOTOS
Like any LOTOS specification, an ET-LOTOS specification is made of two parts : the definition of the data types and the definition of the behaviour. The data types part is the same as in LOTOS, but it must contain the definition of the time domain, following the constraints specified in the previous section. The syntax of the behaviour part is given below.
Notations
S and V denote respectively the sets of sorts and of data values in the initial algebra associated with the data types specification : V l D G is the finite set of common observable gates and OG l G D oδq is the alphabet of observable gates, where δ is the special action denoting successful termination (δ @ G). δ does not appear explicitly in the syntax of ET-LOTOS.
OA l OGiV* denotes the set of observable actions. A l OA D oiq denotes the alphabet of actions, where the symbol i is reserved for the unobservable internal action (i @ OG).
The variables g, a (b, c, … except g and d ), α and respectively range over G, OA, A and A D D 0_ . g 1 … n and δυ 1 … n denote elements of OA, with the i 's ? V. Γ will be used to denote subsets of G. The function name : A 4 OG Doiq indicates the gate where an action occurs :
P, Ph, Pd, Q…denote ET-LOTOS processes.
[th\t]SP and [th\t]P denote the selection predicate SP and the process P where the variable t has been syntactically replaced by th.
Abstract Syntax
The abstract syntax of the core ET-LOTOS language is defined by the following BNF expressions, where the new features are outlined. Some shorthands are also added for convenience. An informal presentation of the LOTOS operators is given in [Le! L98] . In these expressions, N is a process identifier, the g i 's are gate names, the tx i 's are terms, td is a term of sort time, the e i 's represent a term tx 1 , the o i 's represent either ?x : s (with x a variable of sort s) or !tx, the x i 's are variables of sorts s i 's and in !t, t is a variable of sort time.
Shorthand Notations
We keep the classical LOTOS notations for the parallel composition operator :
The informal meaning of the new operators and constructs are as follows :
$ block is a process that cannot perform any action, nor age. $ In exit(e 1 , …e n ) otd q, the successful termination can occur between 0 and td time units only. Beyond td, the process turns into stop.
$ In go 1 …o n !t[SP ]; P, the declared variable t (of sort time) is used to measure the elapsed time between action offer (along gate g) and its actual occurrence. It can appear in the selection predicate SP (and thus constrain the possible occurrence times) and in the subsequent behaviour P.
$ In i!totd q ; P, the purpose of the declared variable t is as above, and the lifereducer otd q means [0 t td ]. The internal action i will necessarily occur in this interval, but at an unpredictable time. This feature allows the modelling of nondeterministic delays.
$ ∆ td B is a process that behaves like B after having waited for td time units. This operator introduces a fixed delay.
$ inf B is a process that behaves like an infinite number of B's running in parallel without synchronisation.
In ET-LOTOS, observable actions may only occur when the associated selection predicate is true, but there is no obligation for an observable action to occur, even at the last time allowed by the predicate (if any). One usually says that observable actions are not urgent, although this terminology can be misleading. Perhaps a better informal meaning could be to say that they cannot be subject to deadlines. This is in line with the intuitive understanding that an observable action is constrained by the external environment : its occurrence is a rendezvous interaction with some other process(es) which may not be ready to execute the action at any time. Therefore, enforcing the occurrence of an observable action would mean that a process has full control on its environment. This would be counter-intuitive and not compositional. For example, consider a process P with a local time deadline on an observable action g. If one verifies the timing properties in isolation, P will satisfy some timed liveness properties with respect to g. Now put P in a parallel context such that it synchronizes with a process Q that does not offer g within the proposed timed window of P. Clearly, g cannot occur. This means that the timing property verified by P is lost. Therefore, there are only two consistent solutions : either we keep the classical synchronized parallel operator and observable actions should be non urgent, or we define a new synchronization operator which is compatible with urgent observable actions. For compatibility purposes, we have chosen the first solution.
On the other hand, internal actions are urgent when their associated-lifereducer expires. This is reasonable because an internal action is completely autonomous, i.e. it cannot be constrained by the environment. Now, to get enough expressive power without observable actions being urgent, we have to add another feature in the language, called maximal progress. When two or more processes synchronize through an observable gate g, they usually put different timing constraints on the possible occurrence times of g. The interaction along g, which is still observable and thus non urgent, is therefore restricted to occur when all the timing constraints are satisfied. In ET-LOTOS, such an (inter)action can only become urgent (i.e. occur at the first time that satisfies all the constraints) when we can make sure that no additional process (say the environment) can further take part in it, otherwise the first time might be postponed. By definition, to isolate an (inter)action from its environment the only way is to hide it, i.e. to turn it into an internal action. Then the maximal progress property of hidden actions (captured by semantic rule H3 in the sequel) will ensure that hidden actions or interactions among processes occur as soon as possible, viz. as soon as allowed by all the processes involved. This simple notion of urgency turns out to be very expressive in practice [Le! L97] .
Additional Shorthand Notations
In simple cases the selection predicate can be replaced by a life-reducer :
or by an interval :
An interval can also be used with internal actions :
Remarks : . In i!tod q ; P, both !t and od q are optional. If omitted, d l 0. Similarly od q is optional in exitod q, and exit means implicitly exito_q.
$ In the sequel we use indiscriminately the terms ' behaviour expression ' and ' process '. It is not necessary here to make a distinction, even though, strictly speaking, the behaviour of a process is defined by a behaviour expression.
$ Process definitions can be recursive. When an instance of a process X appears in a behaviour expression, this means the instantiation of the process definition associated with X.
$ Processes are considered equal modulo equality of the data types, e.g. : exito1j1q l exito2q.
The Semantics of ET-LOTOS
We provide the operational semantics of ET-LOTOS by translating every syntactically correct process into a Labelled Transition System. We explain below how the passing of time is described in this model. Then we detail the Transition Derivation System of our model which serves to link each process with its LTS. It is defined as a set of axioms and inference rules in the classical Plotkin's style Finally, we will sometimes use the shorthand notation P (d) to represent the behaviour expression defined by :
' Timed ' LTS
Thanks to the time determinism property (see Section 6), if P (d) exists, it is unique. Hence, this notation is not ambiguous.
The Transition Derivation System
In the following inference rules :
We use a compact notation xg to denote an indexed set (x 1 , …, x n ) and we write xg op yg for (x 1 op y 1 , …, x n op y n ), where op is either ' \ ', ' : ' or ' l '.
Notice that to be totally formal, the behaviour expressions should not contain time values in D but just terms of sort time. However, to avoid cumbersome notations, we take the convention to represent ground terms of sort time by the corresponding time values, e.g. we will write
As in standard LOTOS, stop is just a process that may not perform any action. However, rule (S) indicates that stop may idle indefinitely.
Timelock : block
Block cannot perform any action, nor age It has no axiom. It is a pathological process that is in deadlock and additionally freezes time, a so-called timelock. This process is not intended to be used directly in the language, but it is useful to have it in the process algebra in order to express incompatible timing constraints that can result from wrong specifications.
Delay prefixing :
According to intuition, we see that Observable action-prefix :
The main interest of the above rules lies in the description of the mechanism used to measure the passing of time. For the rest, (AP1) is similar to the equivalent LOTOS rule and (AP2) simply indicates that a process prefixed by an observable action can progress in time indefinitely. So, let us concentrate on !t. Notice first that the only possible instantiations of the attributes og of g are the ones verifying the predicate SP at t l 0 (AP1). Instantiating t by 0 is in fact logical : gog !t[SP]; P describes a process at a given time and the counting of t starts at that time. So, t is still at 0 if the process immediately performs action gog . The way the value of t is updated when the process idles is described by rule (AP2). These rules are interesting because they describe how the notion of ' necessity ' is reflected in the semantics. As regards !t, the mechanism is the same as for observable actions.
In (AP2)
Remember that the life reducer od q expresses that i will occur within the next d time units. This amounts to saying that iod q ; P may not idle for more than d time units. This is indeed the effect of rule (I2) : the only time transitions allowed are the ones with a value less than d. Hence, if i does not occur, the process eventually reaches the state io0q ; P. And in this state, it cannot idle anymore : the progression of time is blocked. In this situation, i is said to be urgent. Note, however, that there is no risk of deadlock with an urgent i : its occurrence is always possible as it does not require an interaction with the environment.
By A life reducer can also be associated with exit, meaning that the process may only terminate successfully within dh time units. Notice that this life reducer associated with exit follows a ' may timing ' policy. This is indeed logical because concurrent processes must synchronise on δ.
Basically, these three operators behave in ET-LOTOS as in LOTOS. What is worth pointing out is that they combine two processes that are both ' enabled ', i.e. both can perform actions. In this case, the rule is that time passes at the same pace in both processes. This implies that a time blockage in one of the two processes also blocks the other. In particular, a choice is not resolved by the passing of time. Remember that blocking the passing of time is precisely the mechanism used to ensure the necessity of the internal actions.
Infinite parallel composition : inf
Intuitively inf P expresses an infinite number of interleaved occurrences of P. In other words, inf P l P (inf P ). From this expression, we could think that inf is a derived operator in ET-LOTOS, and that the following expression would describe the same behaviour : Ps B P Ps. However, unguarded processes like Ps block time in ET-LOTOS, whereas inf P does not. The semantics of inf is based on the idea that the whole behaviour of inf P (including time transitions) can be fully deduced from the behaviour of P. This is clearly expressed by rule (IP2). (IP1) shows that the instances of P which have already performed an event are removed from the scope of inf . This operator is similar to the ! operator of the π-calculus [MPW92] and was first introduced in [Led86] .
hide is associated with an important feature of the language : the maximal progress on hidden actions. This property states that any hidden event is urgent, i.e. that it must occur as soon as possible. This property is of course expressed in the semantics of hide. The rules (H1) and (H2) are simply the LOTOS ones. (H3) is more interesting. The first premise is obvious : hide Γ in P may age only if P does, but this is not sufficient. Consider for example the process hide g in ∆ 3 g ;stop. At time 3, g is enabled. Hence it must occur as soon as possible. The principle is the same as with an urgent i : at time 3, the passing of time is blocked and the only remaining possibility is the occurrence of the hidden g. This means that we must not let hide g in ∆ 3 g ;stop idle for more than 3 time units, although ∆ 3 g ;stop can idle indefinitely. This is the role of the second and third premises to prevent the process from idling beyond the occurrence time of a hidden action.
is just a shorthand for P 4 dd Pd, Pd g for some Pd. In particular, this Pd always exists when the first premise of H3 is true, and is unique. This results from the time additivity and time determinism properties to be presented in Section 6. If we use the shorthand notation P (d ) defined in Section 5.1 we can further simplify the premises of rule (H3) as follows : Notice that the enabling operator is also concerned with the maximal progress on hidden events, as it hides the termination event. The mechanism is the same as for hide.
Guard :
Process instantiation :
There is not much to say about these processes whose behaviour is the same as in LOTOS. Just notice that the guard [SP ] 4 is evaluated at time zero. If SP cannot be satisfied, [SP] 4 P behaves exactly like stop, i.e. it cannot perform any action and lets time pass.
Choice over values : choice x 1 : s 1 , … x n : s n P l Achoice(0) xg : sg P We finish our review of the ET-LOTOS operators with the choice over values. Although its behaviour introduces no new time-related feature, it was indeed and by far the most difficult operator to provide with a timed formal semantics.
However, the intuition we want to express is simple : the occurrence of an action resolves the choice, but the passage of time does not. But determining whether a choice over values can age requires to determine whether each of the possible instantiations of the choice can do so. Furthermore, and this is the main difficulty, it also requires to determine the result of the passing of time for each of these instantiations. To get a better idea of the problem, refer to [Le! L98] . The proposed semantics is based on an auxiliary operator, called Achoice (for Aged choice), where the parameter is used to look ahead in the process.
Mapping of an ET-LOTOS Process to its LTS

Introduction
So far, we have presented the axioms and inference rules composing the Transition Derivation System of ET-LOTOS. It remains to explain the procedure used to associate a process with its LTS.
The building of the LTS is quite simple in principle. Not all the transitions describe a possible behaviour. For example : stop 4 α exit is clearly wrong. This is precisely the role of the TDS to determine which transitions are correct. Intuitively, a transition is correct iff it can be ' proved ' by the axioms and inference rules of the TDS, which we write : TDS Z P 4 Ph. 
Basic Concepts
It remains to define how transitions are proved from our TDS. For a TDS without negative premises, as in LOTOS, this is straightforward : it suffices to build a wellfounded proof tree, using the rules of the TDS as inference rules. Then, we have : TDS Z P 4 Ph iff such a tree exists for the transition P 4 Ph.
For a TDS with negative premises, like ours, these proof trees cannot be used. They can only show the presence of a transition. But, in order to prove the negative premises of some inference rules, the absence of a transition must also be proved. This incompatibility is not easily overcome.
A first notion we need to clarify is what we mean by ' absence of a transition '. Therefore, we will consider that the purpose of the TDS is not simply to allow us to prove transitions one by one, but more generally to define the set of all the ' correct ' transitions. This set is called the Transition Relation (TR) (in the sequel, we will use TDS and TR to make general statements about transition specification systems and transition relations and we will denote respectively by R and RE the TDS and the TR of ET-LOTOS 5 ). Following Bloom, Istrail and Meyer [BIM95] this TR is required to agree with the TDS. Intuitively, this means that :
$ Any transition in the TR is the conclusion of an inference rule of the semantics whose premises are true. In case of positive premises, this means that the required transitions also belong to the TR. In case of negative premises, this means that the corresponding transitions do not belong to the TR. For example : αo5q ; stop exit 4 α stop exit belongs to RE only if αo5q ; stop 4 α stop also belongs to RE.
$ When the premises of a rule are true, the conclusion necessarily belongs to the TR. For example : if αo5q ; stop 4 α stop belongs to RE then, by rule (PC1), αo5q ; stop exit 4 a stop exit also belongs to RE (as well as all the other possible conclusions).
These requirements are indeed very logical. In terms of logic programming, this means that the transition relation is a supported model of the TDS.
However, this notion of agreement just defines a general target. It is not operational in the sense that it does not explain how the TR is obtained from the TDS. In [Gro90b, Gro93] , J. F. Groote mentions two potential problems. The first risk is that there is no TR agreeing with the TDS. Negative premises can lead to inconsistencies of the form : a transition belongs to the TR if it does not belong to it. Clearly, no TR exists which agrees with this TDS.
The second problem concerns the uniqueness of the TR. Maybe different TRs exist which all agree with a given TDS. Hence, proving the consistency of the TDS is not sufficient : one must also indicate unambiguously how to select one of the possible TRs as a basis for the semantics.
In [Le! L98] , we show how to derive RE from R and prove that RE actually agrees with R.
Properties of ET-LOTOS
This section is dedicated to a study of the main properties of our model.
As the time transitions are used to describe how systems evolve in time, they are expected to possess properties reflecting this intuition. The two propositions below are indeed common to most timing extensions. Their proofs are given in [Le! L98] .
Proposition : Time is additive. B P, Pd
This property is the most intuitive one : if a process may idle for d and then for dh time units, it may idle for djdh time units and vice versa.
Proposition : Time is deterministic. B P, Ph, Pd,
In ET-LOTOS, as in LOTOS, there is no internal nondeterministic choice operator like e.g. in CSP. Every internal choice is marked by the occurrence of an internal 5 Hence, when we write P 4 α Q, this is to be understood as P 4 α Q ? RE. Similarly, P α means formally :
event. Hence an idle process makes no internal choice and therefore, time transitions are deterministic.
Strong Bisimulation
Strong bisimulation [Mil89] is a standard equivalence relation used to compare LTSs. With strong bisimulation, no difference is made between internal and observable actions. For timed processes, we not only observe the performed actions, but also the timed actions. The formal definition is given in [Le! L98] , as well as the proofs of the following propositions and laws for the strong bisimulation.
Proposition : Strong bisimulation is a congruence
Proposition : Strong bisimulation is substitutive under recursion
Conservative Extension
Finally, we address the problem of the compatibility between the theories of LOTOS and ET-LOTOS. A desirable property of a timing extension of an existing language is that it should depart as little as possible from the (untimed) language. Two main motivations justify this requisite. The first one is the comfort of the specifier which should move easily from an untimed to a timed environment. As far as possible, the properties and the intuitive understanding in the untimed context should be preserved in the timed one. It should be possible, for instance, to refine an untimed specification into a timed one. The second reason is theoretical. It is interesting to benefit in the timed model from the theoretical results already obtained for (untimed) LOTOS. Both semantics should thus be as similar as possible. These two requirements are generally encompassed by the notion of ' conservative extension ' [GrV92] . ET-LOTOS is a conservative extension of LOTOS if the next two requirements are met (Formal definitions are given in [Le! L98] 
) :
$ Semantics conservation (also called operational conservative extension) : The LOTOS semantic rules remain valid in ET-LOTOS as far as they are applied on LOTOS terms. $ Isomorphism (also called operational conservative extension up to bisimilarity) :
The theory of processes in LOTOS is isomorphic to that of the restriction of ET-LOTOS to constructs of LOTOS.
The semantics conservation is easy to check because the LOTOS semantic rules are kept as is, keeping in mind that the ET-LOTOS extensions are optional (!t) or that the LOTOS operators are shorthand notations (i ; P for io0q ; P, exit for exit(_)). As regards the isomorphism, we prove in [Le! L98] that it is true for guarded specifications. For unguarded specifications however, the isomorphism between the theories is not true. For example in LOTOS, P:l stop and Q:l Q are strongly bisimilar, whereas in ET-LOTOS, P 4 d but Q d . Note that discriminating these two processes is considered more as an asset than as a shortcoming. Furthermore, this distinction is due to the fact that unguarded recursions block time. This is indeed common to almost all the timed formalisms.
Unrealistic Behaviours
ET-LOTOS permits the description of behaviours that no existing system could exhibit. Examples of such behaviours are the infinitely variable processes (which can perform infinitely many actions in a finite time), timelock processes (which not only refuse to communicate, but also refuse to let time pass) and zeno processes (which can age but without ever reaching a certain time). Many such subtle processes can be described in ET-LOTOS, especially when data types and selection predicates are used. We give several examples in [Le! L98] .
We did not express restrictive conditions on the use of ET-LOTOS to avoid such behaviours for two main reasons. Firstly, these unrealistic behaviours did not introduce extra complexity in the semantics. Our model associates an LTS with every syntactically correct process and there is no need to perform some prior verifications. Considering the subtleties associated with these behaviours, it would have been much more complicated to bar them, than to cope with them. Secondly, some of these behaviours are useful abstractions and the ability to describe them is considered as an asset.
Related Work
A detailed comparison with many other timed process algebras is presented in [Le! L98] . We just give a coarse comparison in this extended abstract.
Very few other proposals combine dense real-time and data types. As regards the extensions of LOTOS, we can cite Timed Full LOTOS [BLT94] and another proposal to ISO\IEC JTC1\SC21 [QMF94] . Timed Full LOTOS differs from ET-LOTOS on many basic design options : e.g. time can be blocked to enforce the occurrence of observable events (and not just internal events like in ET-LOTOS), no time measurement feature like !t is proposed, etc. However, the semantic model is very similar to the ET-LOTOS one, with two sorts of transitions (action and time). The other language [QMF94] proposes features that are very similar to ET-LOTOS, but it relies on a semantics that intertwines actions and time : the authors use an alphabet of extended actions that are composed of an action and of a time stamp that indicates the (relative) time at which the action can be performed. For example, a(5);P can do just one transition : a(5);P 4 a5 P. More detailed comparisons between ET-LOTOS and these two languages can be found in [Le! L97, Le! L98].
Our model also shares many common design decisions with Real-time CSP [CaS94] such as the timed-action policy, the introduction of an independent delay operator, the maximal progress on hidden events, and the restriction of urgency to internal events. In particular [BDS94] shows that Real-time CSP and basic ET-LOTOS, i.e. without data types, are very similar. This is not a real coincidence, because on the one hand we have been much inspired by an early version of Realtime CSP [ReR88] , and on the other hand Real-time CSP has been improved [DaS94] to be able to model our Tick-Tock case study [LLD94] . As a result, a lifereducer construct has been independently added to Real-time CSP. This similarity is reassuring.
Let us also mention two extensions of CCS, because of their influence on the design of ET-LOTOS. TCCS [MoT90] introduced the very powerful and successful idea of separating the time and action dimensions in the semantics. We borrowed the !t construct from the Calculus of Real Time Systems [Wan91] . [Wan91] is however restricted to basic CCS and the idea of associating !t with a selection predicate is peculiar to ET-LOTOS. Comparisons with other timed process algebras is also provided in [Le! L98].
Conclusion
In this paper we have given a detailed presentation of the semantic model of ET-LOTOS, which is the basis of the timing extension of LOTOS included in E-LOTOS. In particular, we have especially taken care of proving the consistency of our semantics. We have also shown that it enjoys some nice properties : time is deterministic and additive, strong bisimulation is a congruence and ET-LOTOS is a conservative extension of LOTOS for guarded processes. To our knowledge, this is the first in-depth study of a language that combines data types and real-time behaviours.
It should be noted that our semantics does not resort to auxiliary functions and does not require any decoration of the labels of the LTS with additional parameters, nor the introduction of some new special actions besides the time values.
Defining a language and its theory is just a first step, that must be followed by appropriate methods and tools to support various design activities, such as formal verification. [Her98] shows how to translate ET-LOTOS into a sort of hybrid automation model called ETL-automaton. This model covers nearly all the features of ET-LOTOS. The restrictions merely ensure the finiteness of the resulting automaton (e.g. no recursion through the parallel and the left part of the enabling and disabling operators) or ease the translation process (e.g. no recursion through the hiding operator, nor unguarded recursions through the delay or the guard operators). A simulator of ETL-automata has been developed, which thus supports a very large subset of the language. [Her98] also studies how ETL-automata can be mapped onto underlying models of existing model-checkers such as HyTech [HHW95] , KRONOS [DOT + 96] and UPPAAL [LPW97] by adding further restrictions to our language. Basically, the ET-LOTOS expressions used in delays, life-reducers, selection predicates, offers, etc. must be linear, and the hide operator can only be used on non time-restricted actions. This still encompasses a large subset of the language, and the semi-decidable algorithm of HyTech can be used for reachability analysis. The KRONOS timed automaton model is less expressive, but the interesting point is that the time-capture operator of ET-LOTOS can be supported [Her97] . Anyway, other restrictions exist : expressions in delays and lifereducers should be constants, and expressions in selection predicates and guards are restricted. The same conclusion applies to UPPAAL, but the supported subset of ET-LOTOS is slightly larger, especially as regards the expressions in selection predicates and guards.
Finally, a denotational semantics of ET-LOTOS is proposed in [Bry97] .
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